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Three-dimensional (3D) printing is an emerging technol-

ogy in the medical field, and, especially, in congenital and

structural heart disease, its role has, yet, to be defined.

Congenital heart surgeons and structural heart interven-

tionalists are constantly seeking valuable tools to better

understand complex anatomy, determine suitability of a

corrective strategy, and develop a roadmap towards a

customized operative or interventional approach [1, 2].

Intuitively, cardiovascular 3D printing seems to offer a

powerful means for congenital cardiac surgeons, acquired

heart disease surgeons, and interventional cardiologists to

create patient-specific anatomy models and orchestrate an

optimal therapeutic strategy, individualized to the patient.

However, this technology has, yet, to attract routine and

widespread application [3, 4]. This is likely driven in part

by the technical limitations of bedside imaging (including

3D echocardiography) as well as those of advanced

imaging (CT or MRI) to provide high-resolution data, the

limitations of segmentation software to distinguish

between tissues of very similar ‘‘image density,’’ by current

limitations in printing technology with materials that can

be manipulated (cut, dissected, retracted, sutured) in ways

meaningful to a surgeon, and, last but not least, the rela-

tively high cost of production of the 3D models.

Potential applications of 3D printing in Congenital and

Structural Heart Surgery and Interventions are in evolution.

To date, cardiovascular 3D prints have been mainly used as

a complimentary adjunct to the imaging modalities from

which they are derived [5, 6]. The potential benefits of a

‘‘static’’ physical model are predominantly related to an

enhanced spatial understanding of a structurally complex

native, post-surgical or post-interventional cardiovascular

malformation. Such hands-on understanding might, then,

facilitate formation of a technically sound operative or

interventional approach.

As technology evolves, sophisticated care practice

models, customized to the individual patient, and operative

or interventional simulations in education are advocated.

Concepts, where 3D cardiovascular printing might gain

widespread acceptance, can be directed towards:

A. Potential benefits to the individual patient from:

(1) Family consultation with stepwise basic educa-

tion of patient’s specific anatomical character-

istics This provides not only visual engagement

of the families with the verbalized description of

heart morphology, but also allows the physician

to emphasize the associated risks and specific

steps of the procedure that might prognosticate a

favorable or non-favorable outcome.

(2) Rehearsal and simulation in alternative preop-

erative scenarios by applying surgical strategies

or variations Combined with the growing expe-

rience and data regarding surgical simulation,

3D printing is poised to enable widespread

patient-specific deliberate practice, akin to flight

simulation in the aviation industry. Operative

rehearsal with 3D prints may be meaningful to

surgeons at all levels of skill and experience,
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depending on the specific circumstance. As a

recent study [8] highlighted, these type of

rehearsals with patient-specific 3D prints may

reveal to a surgeon potential pitfalls, a preferred

approach, or optimal instrumentation, at the

same time providing a preview of anatomic

nuance and patient-specific deliberate practice of

a planned operation. The authors established a

model (hydrogel medium print) on 1:1 scale

which allowed realistic creation of the operative

resection experience. In both cases, a dominant

specimen was resected first and multiple smaller

pieces were resected subsequently, just as is

usual practice in the operating room.

(3) Enhancement of ICU conceptualization for the

specific morphology of the anatomical lesion

This will allow 3D or 4D virtual simulation of

potential postoperative complications associated

with the lesion-specific operative model and

facilitate management within the workframe of a

multidisciplinary non-operative team [9]. Con-

ventional handoff represents the cornerstone for

transferring clinical information across disci-

plines. Focusing on a, relatively exclusive,

verbal transfer of critical information, conven-

tional handoff highlights key clinically special-

ized data and fixed expectations as delivered by

health providers with enhanced understanding of

the anatomical nuances and surgical strategies.

The addition of 3D or 4D virtual simulation

conveys a refined assimilation of broader oper-

ative or interventional understanding, streamli-

nes management strategies in clinical scenarios

altered based on potential complications that

might occur during the patient’s postoperative

course, and facilitates the quality of perception

across different disciplines irrespective of health

provider’s anatomical or surgical background.

As recently reported data suggested [9, 10], this

can be particularly relevant when case-specific

structural complexity is higher.

(4) Superior correlation with any given pathology

and advanced delineation of anatomical details

which can augment the step-by-step understand-

ing of an individual case by the surgeon/

interventionalist and the entire perioperative

team.

B. Potential role in education:

(1) Interactive education for tutoring students,

trainees, and health care professionals This

would allow not only a platform for basic and

advanced anatomy and pathophysiology

teaching, but also a venue where specific

variations of a congenital anomaly or structural

variation of anatomical configuration can be

highlighted and conceptualized on an interactive

constructive fashion.

(2) Training for the structural and congenital heart

fellows in congenital heart surgery programs

involving cases that advanced preoperative

planning is mandated and those that, due to

their scarcity, simulation is needed to visually

narrate the anatomy and indicated corrective or

palliative intervention. This can be particularly

attractive in centers of low-volume where high-

risk operations cannot serve as a platform for

teaching or skill acquisition by the trainee. The

ability for residents or fellows to learn and

practice on 3D prints representing ‘‘real anat-

omy’’ and to compare resections done by

attending and resident surgeons on identical

3D prints may enable a resident to demonstrate

sufficient knowledge, skill, and confidence to

learn and perform these cases while in training.

This could be facilitated by the incorporation of

specific anatomical modules into the Cardiac

Surgery Simulation Curriculum [7].

(3) Creation of an ever expanding 3D cardiac

model digital library of cardiovascular malfor-

mations from which cardiac models can be

downloaded by users and printed for educational

uses. Such libraries will initially supplement the

existing few and precious true anatomical

libraries, which are not, however, readily acces-

sible. In the future, model libraries may supplant

anatomical libraries for many of their functions.

It is beyond any doubt that this technology is here to

stay. At present, although the potential benefits described

above, related to enhancing preoperative health care team

understanding, augmenting family education, and opti-

mizing planning for and conduct of intraoperative and

perioperative care (thereby increasing safety and effec-

tiveness), are all intuitively profound, objective metrics to

evaluate the impact of this technology on clinical outcomes

are lacking.

There are no prospective randomized comparisons of the

usefulness of cardiovascular 3D printing with conventional

imaging strategies. There are no data pairing effective

utilization and cost-effectiveness of this technology with

improved clinical outcomes or educational objectives,

thereby providing solid support for its widespread imple-

mentation. Currently, the European Congenital Heart Sur-

geons Association has launched a prospective registry

study collecting data from participating European and
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North American Centers which utilize cardiac 3D Printing,

with aiming to document the extent to which this tech-

nology is providing user assessed benefits in clinical

practice, to define the types of cases where utility is most

evident, and to provide information on the types of edu-

cational applications and their benefits. This study could

provide the basis for more focused randomized studies.
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